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 Since the beginning of humankind, there have been disease 

epidemics, pandemics, endemics, and outbreaks throughout the 

world taking millions of lives in their wake. 

 There are some differences between the definitions of disease 

events.  An epidemic is a disease that involves a large number of 

people within a community, population, or region.  A pandemic is 

when an epidemic spreads over numerous countries and 

continents.  An endemic is when a disease affects a particular 

people or country.  And an outbreak is when there is a larger than 

a predictable increase in the number of endemic cases, and if not 

controlled immediately, an outbreak can result in an epidemic. 

 While researching these diseases, I found countless disease 

events that have affected Americans just since the 1900s.  (Some 

of these were worldwide as well.)  A few are:  Spanish Flu (1918-

1920); Pneumonic Plague outbreak (1924); Smallpox epidemic 

(1924-1925); Polio Epidemic (1948-1952); Hong Kong (1968-

1970), London (1972-1973), Russian (1977-1979), and Swine 

(2009-2010) flu’s; HIV/AIDS pandemic (1981-present); SARS 

outbreak (2002-2004); Zika Virus epidemic (2015-2016), and now 

Covid-19 and its variants (2019-present). 

Most people, especially our younger people, may or may not 

have heard of any of these diseases before Covid-19.  We’ve never 

lived through or have been affected by other disease events 

previously, so we never thought anything like this could happen in 

our lifetime.  The sad thing is that so many, particularly many 

politicians and some in the medical fields, either didn’t take it 

seriously and/or denied it completely allowing the disease to get 

out of control causing over 600,000 deaths just in the U.S. alone. 

(Continued Page 10) 

 

Service:  Sunday, 10:00 AM 
Access codes are available at 
https://uucookeville.org/2020/06/10/n
ew-virtual-service-meeting-information/ 
Recordings of past services available at 
https://uucookeville.org/worship/past-
worship-services/ 
August 1 
Topic to be determined 
Bill Dockery 
August 8 
The Five Jagged Rocks 
Deanna Lack 
August 15 
Why Not Everyone? 
Roddy Biggs 
August 22 
God:  What Shall We Call It? 
Deanna Lack 
August 29 
Water Communion 
At Cane Creek, Court Side Pavilion 

Reflections:  Sunday, 11:00 AM 
Co‐facilitated by Susan Ford and 
Deanna Lack 
Reflections is an informal, 
non‐judgmental, small‐group discussion 
of the sermon topic. Participants share 
thoughts and insights or just listen.    
All are welcome. 

Board Meeting:  12:00 PM 
Sunday, August 8, after Reflections 

Book Discussion:  6:00 PM 
https://uucookeville.org/events/book-
discussion-group/ 
Tuesdays, August 3 and 17 
Twelve Steps to a Compassionate Life 
By Karen Armstrong 
Facilitated by Deanna Lack 

Meditation:  6:00 PM 
https://uucookeville.org/events/meditat
ion/ 
Tuesdays, August 10 and 24 
Facilitated by Deanna Lack 

Unitarian Universalist Congregation of Cookeville 
31 West First Street, Cookeville TN 38501 

Deanna Lack, Pastor              Kathy Perdue, Board President 

Lessons Learned 

Through the 

Pandemic 

 
By Karen Langford 

 

 

https://uucookeville.org/2020/06/10/new-virtual-service-meeting-information/
https://uucookeville.org/2020/06/10/new-virtual-service-meeting-information/
https://uucookeville.org/worship/past-worship-services/
https://uucookeville.org/worship/past-worship-services/
https://uucookeville.org/events/book-discussion-group/
https://uucookeville.org/events/book-discussion-group/
https://uucookeville.org/events/meditation/
https://uucookeville.org/events/meditation/
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A Time to Relax and Refresh 
By Steve Parry 

 

One of the great things about attending a 

Unitarian Universalist congregation is the way we 

all support each other on our varying spiritual paths.  

Since we are non-evangelical and avoid group 

doctrines and dogmas, we are able to support and 

encourage each other without preaching at one 

another.  Thus, we are often able to see things from 

a perspective that we would miss if we only 

associated with others of our own faith. I love this 

aspect of our congregation. 

However, there is also a downside to following 

this path.  Sometimes we miss out on fellowship 

with others who see spiritual things the same way 

that we do.  This is important for our growth in our 

own faith.  As a Noahide, it is easier for me than for 

some to get the best of both worlds.  Since our 

services are on Sunday,  I can easily catch the 

Friday night Synagogue services without interfering 

with our Sunday morning services.  This does, 

however, require online Synagogue attendance for 

me, not having a local one. 

A few months ago I learned that there would be 

a Noahide retreat in Pigeon Forge Tennessee in 

July, and it was an easy decision for me to attend.  

Ramona and I needed a vacation, and I needed some 

one on one time with people who saw the world 

through theological terms similar to my own. We 

were able to go and experience a very refreshing 

time of rest, relaxation, and fellowship. 

 

 

 
 

Rabbis Tovia Singer (pictured with me above) 

and Chaim Goldberg traveled all the way from 

Israel to address our meeting.  So you’re probably 

thinking there must have been thousands of us 

there, right?  Not exactly. There were between 30 

and 40 people in attendance.  We felt very blessed 

to receive the attention of such high profile Rabbis 

for such a small gathering. 

Most importantly, it was nice to be able to 

network and fellowship with people of like mind.  

Of course, many of them are without a religious 

home, so I told them about Unitarian Universalism, 

and what our congregations have to offer for 

religious misfits like ourselves. 

It’s good to be back home, but I will never 

forget the great time we shared in Pigeon Forge.  

I’ll be posting some pictures and videos from the 

event on my Facebook page for anyone who is 

interested. 
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Editor’s Note 
Sandra Jordan 

 

 Not knowing what a Noahide is (from Steve’s 

article), I had to look it up.  Good ol’ Wikipedia states: 

 

 In Judaism, the Seven Laws of Noah, otherwise 

referred to as the Noahide Laws or the Noachian 

Laws, are a set of imperatives which, according to 

the Talmud, were given by God as a binding set of 

universal moral laws for the "sons of Noah" – that is, 

all of humanity. 

 

 The seven Noahide laws as traditionally enumerated 

in the Babylonian Talmud Sanhedrin 56a-b and 

Tosefta Avodah Zarah 8:4, are the following: 

 

1. Not to worship idols. 

2. Not to curse God. 

3. Not to commit murder. 

4. Not to commit adultery, bestiality, or sexual 

immorality. 

5. Not to steal. 

6. Not to eat flesh torn from a living animal. 

7. To establish courts of justice. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seven_Laws_of_Noah 

 

 Interesting that there are seven which is the same 

number as UU principals. 

 

1. The inherent worth and dignity of every person. 

2. Justice, equity and compassion in human 

relations. 

3. Acceptance of one another and encouragement 

to spiritual growth in our congregations. 

4. A free and responsible search for truth and 

meaning. 

5. The right of conscience and the use of the 

democratic process within our congregations and 

in society at large. 

6. The goal of world community with peace, 

liberty, and justice for all. 

7. Respect for the interdependent web of all 

existence of which we are a part. 

 During one of our reflection periods when we were 

discussing sources of frustrations and how to overcome 

them, I began wondering what UU’s consider their 

sources of inspiration since we don’t rely solely on the 

Bible or the Talmud or the Quran. or The Book of 

Mormon.  The following is from the UUCC website. 

 

  The living tradition which we share draws from 

many sources: 

 

1. Direct experience of that transcending mystery 

and wonder, affirmed in all cultures, which 

moves us to a renewal of the spirit and an 

openness to the forces which create and uphold 

life. 

2. Words and deeds of prophetic people which 

challenge us to confront powers and structures 

of evil with justice, compassion and the 

transforming power of love. 

3. Wisdom from the world’s religions which 

inspires us in our ethical and spiritual life. 

4. Jewish and Christian teachings which call us to 

respond to God’s love by loving our neighbors 

as ourselves. 

5. Humanist teachings which counsel us to heed 

the guidance of reason and the results of science, 

and warn us against idolatries of the mind and 

spirit. 

6. Spiritual teachings of Earth-centered traditions 

which celebrate the sacred circle of life and 

instruct us to live in harmony with the rhythms 

of nature. 

https://uucookeville.org/about-us/our-beliefs/uu-

principles-and-sources/ 

 

 I think it’s so great that we don’t limit ourselves to 

just one tradition and restrict our growth to just one 

discipline.  There are infinitely rich possibilities to 

explore.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seven_Laws_of_Noah
https://uucookeville.org/about-us/our-beliefs/uu-principles-and-sources/
https://uucookeville.org/about-us/our-beliefs/uu-principles-and-sources/
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Do You Want to Make a Difference? 
By Deanna Lack 

 

 Prison ministry has (to my complete surprise, 

honestly) become an absolute passion and, I 

believe, a calling.  There will be a report on what 

I’m doing as a sermon in September, but I wanted 

to talk to you a bit about the conditions in Putnam 

County Jail and what we might be able to do to 

help. 

 I am working with Andrew Smith and a group 

he and some others founded called Cookeville 

Mutual Aid Collective, and I would like our church 

to continue to partner with them.  A few months 

ago, at a CMAC meeting, we had a guest speaker 

who was one of CMAC’s first incarcerated penpals.  

I’m going to change her name for her protection, 

but I want you to know about some of the things she 

spoke of.  We’ll call her Angela.  

 She says, when they “dress out” they’re given 

one uniform.  They can’t sleep in something else, or 

in a bra and panties (and we have heard from other 

inmates who could not afford a bra), so they wear 

that one uniform 24/7.  The inmates are given a 

mattress that is about ½ inch thick, and most do not 

get an actual cot until they have been there for eight 

months.  Angela said she had bruises all over her 

body from sleeping on the floor, until her body got 

used to it.  They don’t get a towel.  They get a bar 

of soap and a packet of toothpaste the size of a 

mayonnaise packet, and a roll of toilet paper.  The 

jail does not pay for feminine hygiene, so some 

women are forced to use their toilet paper, and then 

run out of toilet paper.  The only way they can get 

these necessities or food other than what the jail 

supplies is if their families or others put money on 

their commissary so that they can shop there (which 

amounts to a “company store” situation, in my 

opinion). 

 Often women with mental health issues received 

no support; they were left to their pod mates to care 

for.  There were several of our penpals, we put 

money on commissary for, who thanked us but 

mentioned that the jail took the money to pay for 

health care visits they’d needed in the middle of a 

pandemic.  

 You read that right.  They have to pay toward 

their own health care. 

 The justice center, Angela says, is built to house 

32 women.  She was in a cell built for eight women, 

and there were 43 in it.  The facilities are so 

crowded that there is nowhere for anyone to go to 

get out of their cells.  Depending on the security 

level, some of them get only one hour out of their 

cell per day, and the rest is spent sitting on a thin 

mattress on the floor.  They have few books, no 

internet, no radio.  What does it do to someone’s 

mental health to stare at a wall for 23 hours a day?  

Some of them work as trustees in the jail or at the 

animal shelter or picking up trash, for which they 

receive no pay.  They are given favors or time 

served.  

 Angela says they had no idea what was going on 

in the outside world.  She still doesn’t fully 

understand what happened with Corona virus or 

George Floyd.  They didn’t find out about the 

tornado until three days after it happened, and some 

of the inmates had lost family members.  They were 

told Corona was a hoax or not a big deal.  

 Breakfast is at 6 am, and likely the biscuits will 

have bugs in them.  At noon they get a sandwich 

and some cookies, and if it’s peanut butter, that will 

likely have bugs too.  Complaining about the bugs 

yields nothing.  They get dinner at 4 pm.  At 3 pm, 
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they have “med line.”  She says everyone gets in  

line, 97% of the inmates are being medicated in 

some way to keep them docile.  Think about that.  

We can’t afford to feed them decent food or give 

them what anyone would consider basic necessities 

of life, but we can afford to medicate people who 

are struggling with drug issues so that there’s no 

trouble out of them.  A friend of mine is doing some 

therapy work in the jail and if I may quote her, “it’s 

like a third world country in there.”  

 Of the whole staff Angela dealt with, she felt 

like perhaps two of the correctional officers cared.  

She remains concerned about those who are still 

there, and she brought up that there are few 

resources for those who are coming out.  They are 

on probation, but there is no support, and if they fail 

a drug test they fail probation and have to go back.  

They are dumped on the streets at midnight upon 

release, and the halfway houses won’t take them 

until 10 am.  She says it’s very tempting, if they 

have no family, to go to a “dope house” in those ten 

hours.  The halfway houses are a racket, too.  She 

paid $655 a month for a bed and access to 

communal bathroom and kitchen, and she was 

required to work 40 hours and also attend 40 hours 

of meetings and religious programming, and her 

freedoms were so limited that “it was like being in 

jail with regular clothes and a phone.”  

 What can we do? 

 UUCC has been searching for a focus project, a 

way to make a difference, for years, and could not 

settle on a single issue.  We all feel passionate about 

different things. I propose that this massive human 

rights issue happening right in our community is 

just the project we’ve been looking for.  Other 

churches are helping with feeding the homeless 

population or doing things for them.  As far as I can 

tell absolutely no churches are doing anything for 

the incarcerated.  We are building a big brand new 

jail facility, and I have to ask, will that be so that 

those who are on the inside will be more humanely 

treated, or is it so that we can take more overflow 

from TDOC and make more money for the 

community? 

 There’s a lot we can do, and I’ll write more 

about some of my ideas next month.  But if you 

want to get involved now, let me know. We need 

penpals and donations for commissary.  

 

 

Also, a little blurb: 
 

Please join us in discussing 12 Steps to a 

Compassionate Life on first and third Tuesdays at 

6:00 pm.  The discussion has been great and we’ve 

only covered the preface!  Each “step” will be 

covered in one month.  The first will be discussion 

about the chapters and the second session will be 

about how we’ve tried to apply the material in our 

lives.  Join us in person at church or via Zoom (link 

on the website calendar).  See you there! 
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Upper Cumberland Pride Festival 

JUST CAN’T HIDE THAT PRIDE! 

Saturday, August 21, 2021 

12:00 noon to 6:00 p.m. CDT 

Dogwood Park in Cookeville, Tennessee 

Celebrating Diversity and Promoting Love 

 

Upper Cumberland Pride (UCP) unites the 

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer 

and allied communities (LGBTQIA+) to support 

inclusion, dignity, and equality of all people. We 

build safe, inclusive communities in Cookeville, 

Tennessee, and the surrounding Upper Cumberland 

region, accepting and valuing individuals of all 

sexual orientations or gender identities. 

Our core mission is to strengthen equality and 

increase awareness around issues important to our 

community, such as health, safety, and marriage 

equality. UCP celebrates every person’s 

individuality and diversity as we all strive for 

acceptance from parents, friends, and society at 

large. We do this by providing opportunities for 

positive visibility in and around the community, 

providing a safe environment. 

https://www.ucpride.org/ 

 

 

 
 

2021 Faith Based Organizations & 

Churches Fair Registration 
Date: Saturday, August 14, 2021 

Location: Centennial Plaza 

 

Event Description: The Religious Organizations 

and Churches Fair is considered to be a highly 

successful part of Week of Welcome.  As part of the 

local campus community, religious organizations 

and churches play an important role in welcoming 

students to Cookeville and making them feel at 

home. 

This event provides a casual environment for 

students to meet people and learn more about the 

different organizations and churches in the local 

area.  Religious organizations that are registered at 

Tennessee Tech and all local churches are invited to 

participate in this event.  We expect over 200 

students to come through the fair during these two 

hours, so this is a great way to reach out to these 

incoming students and increase awareness of your 

organization. 

https://www.tntech.edu/weekofwelcome/religiousfai

r.php 

 

If interested in participating in either of these 

events, contact Deanna Lack for information about 

representing UUCC. 

  

https://www.ucpride.org/
https://www.tntech.edu/weekofwelcome/religiousfair.php
https://www.tntech.edu/weekofwelcome/religiousfair.php
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Well, first we will discuss just what the program 

is.  The Green Sanctuary Program started in 1989 as 

people became more concerned regarding the 

effects of climate change.  The Green Sanctuary 

Certification is given to a congregation that has met 

specified goals related to environmental justice.  

The full formal name is Green Sanctuary 2030:  

Mobilizing for Climate Justice - A Road Map for 

Congregations to rise to the Crisis.  Approximately 

30%of UU congregations have achieved this 

designation. 

Many people consider climate change to be the 

major existential threat of our time, requiring 

appropriate and strong action now.  We must work 

together in effective action to ensure a livable world 

for all, and also to create climate justice for those 

who are oppressed, due to the systemic racism 

inherent in climate degradation and injustice. 

The Green Sanctuary Program (which I will 

refer to as GSP in the future) is available for all 

UUs to use, not just those congregations seeking 

certification.  If a congregation chooses to pursue 

certification, the congregation must start with an in-

depth assessment of what they are currently doing, 

develop and implement action plans, and assess the 

impact of increased efforts to meet designated 

intersectional goals.  These goals are mitigation, 

adaptation and resilience, and justice.  Following is 

a brief discussion of each. 

 

MITIGATION:  The goal of mitigation is to 

decrease carbon emissions by 45% by 2030 and 

to near zero by 2050.  The congregation would 

start by determining the baseline carbon 

footprint, then the congregation would design 

and implement a combination of strategies to 

meet the goal. 

 

ADAPTATION and RESILIENCE:  For this 

goal, the congregation would design and 

implement a series of actions and experiences 

that will change the culture of the congregation,  

 

 

 

 

providing the basis for long term response to 

climate crisis.  Resilience refers to the creation 

of educational and religious content for worship  

services.  The goal is to inspire and sustain 

congregations in the long term effort. 

 

JUSTICE:  In this area, the congregation will 

work with a frontline group most affected by 

climate change.  These groups are identified as 

those historically oppressed those with the 

fewest resources with which to face the crisis, 

and future generations.  The focus of this work 

must be the focus of the collaborating group. 

 

It is obvious that obtaining Green Certification 

requires a major commitment.  But we can use these 

tools that UUA has provided to learn more and to 

think about actions we can take as individuals and 

as a group to help make positive changes for our 

future.  I would love to hear any thoughts or 

comments anyone has regarding this. 

 

https://www.uua.org/environment/green-sanctuary 

 

 

What is the UUA Green Sanctuary Certification Program? 
By Norma Scarlet 

https://www.uua.org/environment/green-sanctuary
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SECOND ADOPT-A-ROAD 

GARBAGE PICKUP 
By Susie Zuller 

 
Approximately 75 pounds!  That’s how much litter 

that UUCC volunteers gathered from our second Adopt-

a-Road event.  15 individuals gathered in the Ficosa 

parking lot on Saturday, July 3, at 9:00 a.m.  After some 

brief socializing, we split into groups to gather litter 

along a one-mile stretch of Highlands Park Blvd. east to 

the roundabout at Venture Dr. and west to Tennessee 

Ave. 

Unfortunately, Rob Wright, executive coordinator 

with the Keep Putnam County Beautiful -- Clean 

Commission, was not able to meet with us as he did 

during our initial pickup.  However, Susie emailed him 

the pounds gathered, number of volunteers, and time 

spent gathering.  Wright said UUCC will get credit for 

our numbers, and he will send a report on our volunteer 

efforts to the Tennessee Department of Transportation 

(TDOT). 

“TDOT,” Wright stated, “provides grants [to counties] 

based on the number of volunteer hours.”  UUCC 

donated 30 volunteer hours. 

UUCC’s third pickup will tentatively be scheduled 

for a Saturday in either September or October.  

According to Wright, “…once a group completes 3 

scheduled clean-ups on a chosen road for 1 year, we will 

put up a sign on the road to honor their hard work.”   

UUCC is 2/3 of the way toward a sign proclaiming our 

commitment to community and environment! 

 

 

 

Notes from Your Board 
For UUCC, the Litt le Congregation that Works 

(Home of the Golden Swarm) 

Treasury Report 
June 2021 Jan – June 2021 

Income:     $1,023 Income:    $12,603 

Expenses:  $   585 Expenses: $  8,427 

Additional Income 
Part of the total income for 2021 comes from use of our 

building by other groups ($160), the Kroger Community 

Rewards Program ($90), the Fair-Trade Project ($67), 

and the Amazon Smile Program ($92).  Thanks to 

everyone participating in these programs!  If you have 

any questions about these programs, please talk to any 

Board member or consult our webpage. 

(https://uucookeville.org/stewardship/fundraisers/).  

file:///C:/Users/Sandra/Documents/Newsletter/Resources/2021_08/(https:/uucookeville.org/stewardship/fundraisers/)
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HIGHLIGHTS OF BOARD MEETING OF JULY 11, 2021 
By Susie Zuller, Board Secretary 

 
This was the first meeting of the 2021-2022 UUCC Board of Directors.  In addition to Board members, 
several congregants attended and contributed to discussions.  If you wish to volunteer for any projects, 
please definitely contact a Board member.  Ensure that your spirit of activism is used for the greater good. 
 
Kathy (President) 
Kathy led the meeting and participated in all discussions.  When UUCC begins in person again, she 
volunteered to assist with the food pantry.  She plans to attend the Southern Region Presidents’ 
Gathering.  She is on the Return Committee headed by Cassandra.   
 
Cassandra (President-Elect) 
Cassandra is leading the Return Committee (for UUCC’s starting in-person services).  She updated the 
Board regarding the Algood Middle School mascot, contributions to the food pantry, and is still updating 
the new UUCC brochure.  She participated in all discussions. 
 
Jenifer (Treasurer) 
Via the treasurer’s report, Jenifer reported that UUCC is still operating in the black. 
 
Susie (Secretary) 
Susie reported her outreach included writing two newsletter articles and answering queries regarding 
UUCC via phone and social media.  She attended the training session (conducted by Tracie) for service 
coordinators, participated in the food pantry, is part of the Return Committee, will plan an upcoming 
service with Deanna, and updated the Board on the second Adopt-a-Road pick-up (see accompanying 
story).  She participated in all discussions and took notes during the Board meeting. 
 
Norma (Member-at-Large) 
Norma reported she continues to monitor the UU Ministry for Earth.  She attended the training for new 
service coordinators and contributes to the food pantry.  Norma participated in all discussions. 
 
Carol (Member-at-Large) 
Carol attended training for new service coordinators, volunteered to update the UUCC Facebook group 
and page with events after training from Deanna, and gives to the food pantry.  She participated in 
discussions. 
 
Tracie (Member-at-Large) 
As Worship Chair, Tracie reported the success of her training of volunteer service coordinators.  She 
contributed to discussions. 
 
Deanna (Minister) 
De reported she gave three sermons since the last board meeting, attended and led other congregation 
activities, contributed to social media, contributed several stories to the newsletter, cared for the 
congregation, did lots of community outreach, and had some time for self-care.  Her projects include 
updating the Vision Statement.  De’s extensive community outreach included the prison pen pal ministry 
as well as planning for Pride and the TTU Religious Fair.  She contributed to discussions. 
 
Next Board Meeting 
The August Board meeting will be a part of the annual Board Retreat, which is a long-term planning 
session for Board members and minister.  
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(Continued from Page 1) 

Because of Covid, many towns and cities had to shut 

down businesses and schools, enact stay-at-home orders, 

and shut down much of the economy.  Sadly, because so 

many refuse to take it seriously by taking precautions 

and/or getting vaccinated, we are starting to see a rise in 

cases once again, and many hospitals are being overrun 

with Covid patients. 

This all sounds grim and it is.  But looking back, I found 

that with the countless disease events that we’ve had, we’ve 

always come through them.  Yes, the loss of lives, 

livelihood, and the stress people have had to endure is 

astronomical because of Covid, but it gives me hope to 

know that since we’ve gotten through them in the past, and we’ll get through this one as well. 

Even though we still have a ways to go, there are many lessons we could learn from the past 

year-and-a-half.  I think one of the most important is to appreciate our good health when we have 

it.  So many got deathly sick, ended up in the hospital, on ventilators, and worse.  We should 

never take our health for granted.  Many of us saw our loved ones and friends struggle with 

Covid, and we saw many lose their lives. 

I think we also learned to appreciate our friends and families so much more because we 

couldn’t see them like we could before the pandemic, especially if they were in the hospital and 

nursing homes.  

Although many of us became hermitized, we missed being able to go out whenever we 

wanted to and socialize with friends and family.  It was very difficult for many to be home.  

Therefore, we learned to appreciate being able to have those social interactions.  

Many parents had to adjust their lives so that their children could do remote learning through 

their schools.  Both parents and teachers have been stressed to the gills.  Hopefully, we learned to 

appreciate that our children can go to school, and we will be grateful for our teachers that much 

more. 

Doctors, nurses, EMTs, and other first responders literally risked their lives to save ours.  

Many couldn’t see their own families for weeks or months.  Many got Covid from their patients, 

got sick, and/or died.  I hope we can value their hard work and dedication and the fact that they 

put their lives on the line for us. 

We have a vaccine.  I understand many are afraid to get it or refuse to do so because it’s been 

politicized, but it’s been proven to slow down and/or stop people from being hospitalized or 

dying.  I was one who feared it since I just don’t get vaccinations, but I weighed the risks of 

getting Covid to the risks of the vax and I chose the vax.  I’m glad I did. 

There’s so much more I could mention, but the gist of it is, as human beings we took a lot for 

granted before the pandemic.  I hope if this pandemic taught us anything, it’s to be grateful for 

all we do have and for each other. 

 

 Thanks to everyone who helped produce this Newsletter.  

Contributions to the Newsletter in the UU spirit are welcome.  

Please submit to skjordan100@gmail.com. 

mailto:skjordan100@gmail.com

